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West Virginia Celebrates 150th Anniversary
Marshall University faculty and staff participate in the sesquicentennial
By REBECCA STEPHENS

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
West Virginia celebrates its
sesquicentennial this week,
and two Marshall University
employees have a hand in commemorating the milestone.
Kevin Barksdale, associate
professor of history, teaches
Appalachian and West Virginia
history at Marshall.
Barksdale, a South Carolina
native, earned his doctorate
from West Virginia University,
and said once he came to the
state he became interested in
its history.
Barksdale said he is a member
of the West Virginia Humanities
Council and the West Virginia
Sesquicentennial Commission,
and has contributed to the anniversary celebrations.
“I’m pleased about the involvement,” Barksdale said.
“It’s a good way to stay up on
the state’s history.”
Barksdale said his participation with the West Virginia
Sesquicentennial Commission
has included the creation of

commemorative coin, a stamp,
funding grants for conferences
and preserving archives about
the statehood and the Civil War.
Jack Dickinson, collection
manager of the Rosanna A.
Blake Library, is one of the historians featured in the West
Virginia Public Broadcasting
documentary, “West Virginia:
The Road to Statehood,” which
airs at 8 p.m. June 20.
Dickinson discusses Virginia’s
point of view in the documentary, and said this allowed for
thought-provoking research to
better explain the perspective of
the Virginians at that time.
Dickinson said he decided
to partake in the documentary
because he found the concept
interesting, and he’s excited to
see the finished product.
“I’m anxious to see some of
the other parts, and how the
other speakers fit in with what
they did,” Dickinson said.
Barksdale said he is teaching West Virginia History this
summer, and that much of the
course content is background

information preceding the state’s
formation.
“I spend at least half of the
semester talking about the period of history where there is no
West Virginia,” Barksdale said.
“Then I spend a tremendous
amount of time building up to
the foundation of West Virginia.”
Dickinson said West Virginia’s formation is unlike that of
other states, and that is part of
what makes its history intriguing and important.
“West Virginia is the only
state born out of the Civil War,”
Dickinson said. “It’s in a unique
position, and how it becomes a
state is a great point of debate.”
Dickinson said he encourages anyone with questions
or interest in West Virginia
history to make use of the
numerous
libraries
and
archives.
“If you’re interested, it’s
somewhere in West Virginia
that you can find it.”
Rebecca Stephens can be
contacted at stephens107@
marshall.edu.

Fast Facts about the 35th State
Only state designated by Presidential Proclamation
First Mother’s Day observed in Grafton in 1908
Charleston is home to the first brick street in the world
Only state to succeed from another state
If flattened, the state’s border is 1,365 miles
The first electric railroad in the world was built
between Huntington and Guyandotte
There are three official state songs: “The West Virginia
Hills,” “This is My West Virginia” and “West Virginia, My
Home Sweet Home”
FACTS COURTESY OF WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Educators, artists, lawmakers emphasize humanities
By Renee Schoof

PHOTO COURTESY OF WVDAR.ORG

The state capitol in Charleston will host the “WV150” sesquicentennial ceremony June 20. It will also
be the subject of a lecture by Jim Wallace titled “A History of the West Virginia State Capitol” June 26.

US, Cuba to discuss migration
By Juan O. Tamayo

EL NUEVO HERALD(MCT)
The U.S. State Department
confirmed Wednesday that
U.S. and Cuban officials will
meet July 17 in Washington to
resume long-suspended migration talks, but said the talks
do not represent a change in
U.S. policy toward the island.
“Continuing to ensure secure
migration between the U.S. and
Cuba is consistent with our interests in promoting greater
freedoms and increased respect for human rights in Cuba,”
department spokesman William Ostick said.
“I can confirm that on July 17,
representatives of the Department of State are scheduled to
meet with representatives of the
government of Cuba to discuss
migration issues,” Ostick added.
The resumption of the migration talks, first reported
Tuesday by El Nuevo Herald,
is viewed as an effort by the
Obama administration to improve relations with Havana,
hamstrung by Cuba’s jailing of

U.S. government subcontractor
Alan Gross since 2009.
The spokesman noted that
under the terms of U.S.-Cuba
accords in 1994 and 1995 _
which followed the 1994 balsero crisis that saw 30,000
people flee Cuba in homemade rafts _ the two countries
agreed to work toward “safe,
legal and orderly migration.”
The agreements also called
for periodic reviews of the implementation of those accords.
President George W. Bush
suspended the twice-annual
reviews in 2003. The Obama
administration resumed them
in 2009 but suspended them
again after Gross was arrested
in Havana late that year.
Gross is serving a 15-year
sentence for giving Cuban Jews
sophisticated
communications
equipment paid for by the U.S. government in what Havana views as
a thinly veiled effort to topple the
communist-run government.
Obama administration officials have said repeatedly
that there can be no significant

improvement in bilateral relations until Gross is freed.
Havana has offered to swap him
for four convicted Cuban spies
in U.S. prisons, but Washington
has rejected that deal.
Opponents of warmer U.S.
relations with Havana have
decried the resumption of the
migration talks as a unilateral
Obama concession to Cuba at a
time when Gross is being held
in a Havana prison.
But Ted Piccone, a senior
fellow at the Brookings Institution in Washington, said the
migration talks and a separate
round of bilateral meetings
this week in Washington on
direct mail service, suspended
since the 1960s, were positive
developments.
“The resumption of these talks
shows that the two sides are
looking for cooperation and dialogue while trying to figure out a
solution for Alan Gross,” he said.
Regardless of the results,
“just the fact that they are
having them is positive,” he
added.

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
America needs to invest
more in the humanities and
social sciences in order to preserve its cultural identity and
economic
competitiveness,
according to a new report on
the role those subjects play in
shaping the national character.
The report issued Wednesday
by American Academy of Social Sciences, titled “The Heart
of the Matter,” argues that the
humanities and social sciences
are essential, but under-funded
and under-appreciated. They
include subjects like literature,
history, film and languages and
the arts, as well as anthropology, economics and political
science.
“As we strive to create a
more civil public discourse, a
more adaptable and creative
workforce, and a more secure
nation, the humanities and social sciences are the heart of
the matter,” the report states.
It goes on to describe them
as “the keeper of the republic
– a source of national memory
and civic vigor, cultural understanding and communication,
individual fulfillment and the
ideals we hold in common.”
Rep. David Price, D-N.C., one
of four members of Congress
who called for the report in
2010, said the American education system has become an
example for other countries,
but “our own nation’s humanistic and social science research
enterprise is shrinking as a result of financial pressures, as a
result of shifting national priorities and sometimes, I fear, a
dearth of leadership.”
Price spoke at a briefing
about the report along with the
two co-chairmen of the commission that produced it, Duke
University President Richard

Brodhead and John Rowe, the
retired chairman of Exelon
Corp.
The report only asks the federal government to pay “its
modest fair share of the investment,” Brodhead said. State and
local governments, businesses
and philanthropic foundations
also support these disciplines
through support for libraries,
museums, and colleges and
universities.
Brodhead and Rowe worked
with 51 other prominent academics, philosophers, business
leaders and representatives of
the arts. Among them were cellist
Yo-Yo Ma, filmmakers Ken Burns
and George Lucas, singer-songwriter Emmylou Harris, former
Supreme Court Justice David
Souter and Miami Dade College
President Eduardo Padron.
Brodhead said that at stake
in their discussions over the
past two years was the question of whether the United
States would continue to produce people with the education
needed for citizenship and the
ability to play a role in a changing world.
He said that the debate over
the quality of education in
America has picked up steam,
but has also narrowed. Much of
the focus has been on the importance of the STEM subjects:
science, technology, engineering
and math, to the exclusion of all
else.
And much of the public debate about education also
“tries to measure the value of
education by looking at what
can your education do for you
the day after you graduate as
measured in the job you get
then and the income that day,”
the Duke president and English professor added. “But ask
anybody over the age of 22
and they will tell you the measure of your education is the
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measure of how it furnishes
you for all the needs of life over
the whole long course of your
life.”
Sen. Lamar Alexander, RTenn., said the Founding
Fathers were “great students
of the humanities” and drew
ideas about the American system of government from what
they studied. He said that what
it means to be an American is
defined by shared values.
“I think it’s fair to say that
our wealth over the last couple
centuries has come primarily through our technological
innovation, but the American
character has come from the
humanities,” Alexander said.
Alexander was one of the
four members of Congress who
asked for the report. The others, besides Price, were Sen.
Mark Warner, D-Va., and Rep.
Thomas Petri, R-Wis.
The report offers a dozen recommendations, including the
promotion of foreign language
learning and creation of a K-12
curriculum that includes emphasis on problem-solving, critical
analysis and communication skills.
Another is a “Culture Corps”
that would match up volunteer
teachers with schools or other
organizations “to transmit humanistic and social scientific
expertise from one generation to
the next.”
The report covered a broad
part of American education at
all stages and all parts of culture,
Rowe said.
“We touch on Hollywood,”
he said. “We touch on symphonies. We touch on television.
We touch on all these things
because that’s what the humanities and social sciences
address – the entire array of
human interaction, the matters that make life in complex
societies both possible and
worthwhile.”
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Online activists gather as story on electronic surveillance unfolds
By JOSH RICHMAN

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
Not that location matters
much to online political activists:
Blogs, petitions, fundraising and
social media know no borders.
But as the annual convention of
Internet liberals gathers Thursday throughSunday at the San
Jose McEnery Convention Center amid new national concern
over electronic surveillance and
civil liberties, there's a feeling of
returning to the place where the
seeds of the Internet revolution
were planted.
"The net roots those who
wage politics online exist specifically because of Silicon Valley
innovations, from blogging tools
like Blogger, Movable Type and

WordPress, to the all-important
research tools that Google provides, to the Apple hardware
that powers nearly every blogger and online activist in the
country," said Markos Moulitsas
Zuniga, founder and publisher
of the Daily Kos online community that gave birth to the event
in 2006 in Las Vegas.
The convention has since
been held in places like Chicago,
Pittsburgh and Minneapolis, but
none can match the Bay Area's
reputation as the epicenter of
liberal politics.
"It is no accident that one of
the largest concentrations of
visitors to Daily Kos comes from
Northern California or, for that
matter, that I've happily made

my home in Berkeley for the
last 13 years," Moulitsas said.
"So it's fantastic to finally bring
Netroots Nation to the place
that has made everything we
do possible. The fact that we'll
be here at the same time as the
PRISM revelations emerge is
an interesting coincidence that
should provide added color to
that debate."
Added color, indeed especially
as Google and Apple, which
Moulitsas named as vital netroots building blocks, are among
companies named in a leaked National Security Agency document
about PRISM, an anti-terrorism
program that secretly collects billions of bits of information from
emails, videos and phone calls.

These and other Silicon
Valley icons like Yahoo and
Facebook have denied involvement in the program, but it's
an issue that's sure to be on
the lips of more than 3,000
activists as they gather for 80
panel discussions and 40 training sessions plus an array of
speeches, film screenings and
other events designed to motivate a new generation of liberal
leaders.
There will be a Q-and-A with
House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif.; a panel discussion on building a movement to
prevent gun violence; and myriad sessions on subjects like
engaging Latino voters, leveraging social media in social and

political campaigns, same-sex
marriage, reproductive rights,
oil fracking and more. Registration costs range from $95 for
youth participants to $355 or
activists.
Netroots National executive
director Raven Brooks said
the legislative battle over the
House's Stop Online Piracy
Act (SOPA) and the Senate's
Protect IP Act (PIPA) _ which
critics said would curtail online speech and innovation in
2011 and 2012 sparked unprecedented activism in the
tech community.
Bringing Netroots Nation to Silicon Valley this year seemed like a
good way to keep those new activists energized and engaged, he said.

Democracy for America
Chairman Jim Dean recalled
the innovative spirit of tech
volunteers who supported
the 2004 presidential campaign of his brother, former
Vermont Gov. Howard Dean.
Both Deans will be at Netroots Nation, aiming to
stoke those flames again.
"There's so much synergy
about this with Silicon Valley, but it is as much about
the entrepreneurial spirit as
it is about the technology itself," Jim Dean said. "There's
that kind of freewheeling
spirit, in part networking
but in part competitive for
the best practices and the
best people."

OLIVIER DOULIERY|ABACA PRESS|MCT

ABOVE: Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke speaks at a news
conference at the Federal Reserve System in Washington, DC.

As Bernanke clarifies Fed’s
moves, markets stumble
MOLLY RILEY | MCT

ABOVE: Visitors photograph the Frederick Douglass statue before a ceremony honoring Douglass inside the U.S. Capitol in Washington.

Abolitionist Frederick Douglass
celebrated with Capitol statue
By TREVOR GRAFF

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU
Frederick Douglass, prominent abolitionist, writer and orator, now towers
over a podium in the U.S. Capitol, a speech
curled passionately in his hand.
Vice President Joe Biden, House Speaker
John Boehner and several key members of
Congress sat next to the likeness during
a Wednesday ceremony in Emancipation
Hall that unveiled the seven-foot bronze
statue of a man who escaped the bounds
of slavery to start a newspaper, advise
President Abraham Lincoln and advance
the cause of freedom and equality.
"He set an example for humanity that is
unmatched," said Boehner, a Republican
from Ohio. "He is a man for all generations.
Today we place him here, in the company
of kings and explorers . . . for our leaders
to gather around and seek wisdom, for our
children to gaze upon and find inspiration."
Douglass fought for human freedom
throughout his life. He pushed literacy as a
path to freedom, writing three autobiographies and starting The North Star newspaper.
In 1877, he became a United States marshal
for the District of Columbia, in 1881 was
named recorder of deeds and in 1889 was
named the minister and consul general to
Haiti.

"It is right and fitting that Frederick
Douglass this extraordinary man, this unflinching voice for freedom, this unyielding
advocate for justice should be honored
with an enduring monument," said Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.
"And it is just and proper that more than
600,000 American citizens who reside
in the District of Columbia should finally
have a statue representing them here in
the United States Capitol."
Reid said Douglass would agree that the
residents of the district are no different than
those of the states and deserve equal participation in government. D.C. residents vote in
presidential elections; they don't, however,
have a voting member representing them in
Congress.
"There is no better historical figure to
represent the District of Columbia than Frederick Douglass, one of the first and finest
voices for equality for its residents," Reid said.
Douglass' great-great-granddaughter
Nettie Washington Douglass attended the
ceremony. Washington Douglass, also the
great-granddaughter of Booker T. Washington, founded Frederick Douglas Family
Initiatives with the goal of advancing equality and education.
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., called Douglass "the
consummate self-made man." Douglass

taught himself to write, a talent essential
to his advocacy. McConnell also touted his
role in advising Lincoln on the treatment
of free slaves and his involvement in the
Republican Party of the time.
Biden quickly made light of the comments in his speech.
"Mitch, I agree with you," Biden said in
reference to McConnell's speech. "Frederick Douglass was a great Republican, and
probably my favorite Republican."
Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., reminded
the crowd of Douglass' work in his state
publishing The North Star, which at the
time was the largest black newspaper in
the country. He also reminded the crowd
of Douglass' work with the women's right
movement in Rochester at that time.
Sculptor Steven Weitzman's portrayal
of Douglass becomes one of four statues
honoring blacks in the Capitol, alongside
Martin Luther King Jr., Sojourner Truth
and Rosa Parks.
"For too long, the Capitol collection of
statues has failed to include courageous
African-Americans who inspired some of
the most important movements in the nation's and the world's history," Schumer
said. "The installation of this statue in a
place named Emancipation Hall is just
one step toward correcting that glaring
omission."

By KEVIN HALL

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU
The Federal Reserve might begin
tapering off its economic life support
late this year and finish a controversial program of bond purchases by the
middle of the next year, Chairman Ben
Bernanke said Wednesday in remarks
that triggered fear and loathing in financial markets.
Stocks fell sharply after Bernanke
used a midafternoon news conference to clarify the circumstances under
which he'd begin easing off the pace of
purchases of government and mortgage
bonds, a pace that's now averaging $85
billion a month.
Since Bernanke first hinted about tapering off the purchases in May, stocks
have been volatile and bond yields
what the government has to pay investors that buy its bonds shot up. Before
taking questions Wednesday, Bernanke
sought to calm the markets with a detailed explanation of the conditions
under which the Fed's tapering or purchases might begin.
It didn't work. The Dow Jones industrial average plunged 206.04 points
to finish at 15,112.19. The Standard &
Poor's 500 fell 22.88 points to end at
1,628.93, and the tech-heavy Nasdaq
dipped 38.98 points to close at 3,443.20.
The yield on the 10-year Treasury bond
quickly jumped up to 2.34 percent, the
highest since March 2012.
The market reaction is a sign of today's unique times. Bernanke's Fed is
considering pulling back on the bond
purchases, which are designed to stimulate economic activity, because several

important economic data points show
marked improvement. A stronger economic outlook usually would be bullish
for financial markets, but having received the benefit of the Fed's stimulus
for more than two years, investors are
fretting about life without it.
In fact, the Fed issued revised economic projections Wednesday that
show improvement in the unemployment rate but slightly downgraded
estimates this year on the gross domestic product, the sum of all the country's
goods and services.
The bond purchases are known as
quantitative easing, shorthanded as
QE3 because they're in their third iteration. The idea is to drive down the
return on investment in government
bonds so that investors seek greater returns elsewhere, generating economic
activity and wealth that benefits the
broader economy.
While Bernanke said an improving
economy might permit tapering off, he
cautioned that any slowdown might
put those plans on ice.
"We have no deterministic or fixed
plan," the Fed chief said.
Adding to the sour sentiment on Wall
Street, the Fed's rate-setting Federal
Open Market Committee muddied the
waters with its statement at the close
of its two-day meeting. The committee
left its benchmark lending rate where
it's been since December 2008, and
it noted that "the housing sector has
strengthened further, but fiscal policy
is restraining economic growth." The
committee also noted that labor market conditions have improved, "but the
unemployment rate remains elevated."

Tea party rallies against IRS in Washington

By KATE IRBY

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU
The tea party is using the Internal
Revenue Service scandal as a springboard to renew calls to limit or even
abolish an agency it's always disliked.
Thousands of tea party supporters
rallied Wednesday at the U.S. Capitol,
cheering on proposals to take the enforcement of Obamacare out of the IRS,
suspend the IRS's power to perform audits, and abolish the agency altogether
along with the income tax it enforces in
favor of what is called a Fair Tax.
"The very best solution is we need to
abolish the IRS," said Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas.
The concept of the Fair Tax has

been a favorite of the tea party since
the movement's inception in 2009. It
would throw out income, payroll, estate and gift taxes in favor of a national
consumption tax on retail sales, which
would resemble the state sales taxes
now. Since retailers would collect the
tax directly along with purchases, it
theoretically would eliminate the need
for the IRS.
Opponents of the tax have said it
could have drastic effects on the economy, since the tax rate would be 20 to
30 percent. Consumers might feel a
disincentive to buy products after seeing the increase in cost.
Another idea that spurred cheers

Wednesday involved suspending
the auditing power of the IRS for six
months. The sponsor of the bill, Rep.
John Fleming, R-La., said at the rally
that that would give Congress time to
question the IRS and hold accountable
those who had abused their power
by targeting conservatives for special
scrutiny.
"Congress must continue to hold
hearings to get to the bottom of the IRS
misconduct, but we must also disarm
the agency by suspending its power
to launch new audits," Fleming said
in a statement. "The time has come to
turn the IRS upside down, shake out all
the corruption and wrongdoing, and

transform how we do federal taxes."
Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., urged holding IRS agents accountable and then
some.
"Anyone want to fire some IRS
agents?" Paul asked, to shouts of approval. "Why don't we start with the
1,600 IRS agents who are going to
implement Obamacare?"
That was another repeated theme
at the rally. The tea party itself rose
up in part out of anger at the 2010
Affordable Care Act, now nicknamed
Obamacare. Amid the calls to repeal
the law altogether was the idea that
an agency that was violating constitutional protections shouldn't be in
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charge of implementing a health care
overhaul.
"We've seen the Obama administration willing to abuse the IRS to target
citizens. We've seen them willing to
cover up about Benghazi," Cruz said.
"Do we trust the IRS with Obamacare
and our health care?"
Rep. Mark Meadows, R-N.C., has
introduced legislation in the House
of Representatives that would require the inspector general of tax
administration to audit the IRS. The
bill also would delay full implementation of Obamacare until the audit
was complete and a public report
released.
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STATE SESQUICENTENNIAL EVENTS
Where to celebrate W. Va.’s 150th across the state.

22
20
22
26

“A Sense of Place”
JUNE 1 – SEP. 22
HUNTINGTON MUSEUM OF ART

Artists from around the state explore the idea of “A Sense of Place” in this exhibition, fully titled “A
Sense of Place: The West Virginia Sesquicentennial Artist Invitational.” A video featuring the 18 artists
and a meet-the-artists reception will take place from 6 to 8 p.m., Saturday, June 22.

WV150
THURSDAY, JUNE 20
STATE CAPITOL BUILDING
1:50 p.m. Sesquicentennial Ceremony: Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin celebrates on the south steps of
the Capitol.
7:30 p.m. Performances by the West Virginia Symphony and Appalachian Children’s Chorus
on the south Capitol steps
10:00 p.m. 150 in 3-D: A Century and a Half of West Virginia Pride with Zambelli Fireworks:
A film depicting the history of West Virginia projected in 3-D on the south face of the State
Capitol followed by a Zambelli fireworks show

The Herald-Dispatch West Virginia 5K Championship
SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 6:30 a.m.
PULLMAN SQUARE, HUNTINGTON
One of the largest races in the state, The Herald-Dispatch West Virginia 5K Championship
welcomes runners to run, jog or walk a loop circling the downtown Huntington area.
Proceeds benefit United Way of the River Cities.

A History of the West Virginia Capitol
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 12:10 p.m.
KANAWHA COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Presented by Jim Wallace, author of “A History of the West Virginia Capitol: The House of
State,” this program illuminates the hardships of building the Capitol and explains how the
building came to be one of the most recognizable in the state.

EDITORS’ PICKS | BEST THINGS ABOUT W.VA.
1. Tudor’s Biscuit World

6. Skiing

2. Appalachian Mountains

7. College Football

3. Jesco White, “The Dancing Outlaw”

8. Dolly Sods Wilderness

4. Austin’s Ice Cream

9. The Greenbrier

5. “The Wild and Wonderful Whites of West Virginia”

10. Chief Logan State Park
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ABOUT US
The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published by students
Monday through Friday during the regular semester and Thursday during the
summer. The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.
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stephens107@marshall.edu
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Marshall University
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Huntington, West Virginia 25755
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the right of the people to peaceably assemble; and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.

BE
HERD
YOU
CAN

IT IS YOUR WRITE

Visit marshallparthenon.com
to voice your own opinion.

ONLINE POLL
Should the government be

How are you paying for your

allowed to tap phones?

college tuition?

l

Yes

l

Scholarships or grants

l

No

l

Student loans

l

Only during heightened security

l

Parents

EDITORIAL

Rule on gene patenting a no-brainer
The Supreme Court unanimously ruled last Thursday to bar
gene patenting. Not only was the decision the right thing to
do, but it will also prevent corporations from gaining a monopolistic control on biotechnology, drugs and healthcare in
the future.
Myriad Genetics was at the forefront of the case. In the late
‘90s they were awarded patents on two genes they isolated and
used for cancer research.
Isolation is not equivalent to creation.
While a corporation has legitimate claim to its intellectual
property, Myriad Genetics should never have been given the
patents because they did not create the genes.
Genes naturally occur and receiving a patent would set a
precedent for a corporation to claim ownership of something
that does not belong to them.
Companies have been trying to patent nature for decades.
Monsanto Company is just one of the companies.

Monsanto is the world’s leading producer of genetically
engineered seeds. They have patented their seeds, which
has been criticized as “biopiracy” and an endangerment to
biodiversity.
If Monsanto had its way, it would own the rights to all seeds
and farmers would have to come to them before planting
crops.
A monopoly of this sort destroys biodiversity and raises the
prices of food. With control over all seeds, Monsanto would
control many food crops and could set the prices to whatever
they desire.
If patenting were allowed in the field of genetics, healthcare
costs could skyrocket and many people would be forced to accept treatment they may not want.
A corporation is an entity with only its own interests in mind.
Thankfully, the Supreme Court acted in the interests of Americans by preventing there petition to patent genes.

COLUMN

Huntington and Chicago,
cities with people in need
By SAMUEL SPECIALE

MANAGING EDITOR
I had an opportunity to go
to Chicago last week. I did not
pass up the offer.
Having lived in West Virginia
for 22 years, I thought I had
seen enough of the Mountain
State. I told myself I was ready
to escape the simplicity of Appalachia and immerse myself in
city living even if it was only for
three days.
I have visited Chicago several
times before, but this time felt
different because I graduate in
six months. With the realization
that I would soon be bridled
with the responsibilities of
adulthood and that I would
have to forfeit my student status, discounts and privileges, I
wanted to make sure I made up
for years of being timid and embrace the solipsistic behavior
of a college student by burning
through money to sample the
lifestyle that comes with city
living.
Last Wednesday, I checked
into my hotel, which had a
14-story view of the modern
and art deco buildings that
clustered around the winding
Chicago River. It was exciting
because I had never stayed in
the city before, and I could do
whatever I wanted during my
three-day stay.
I ran out of money the next
day.
I was left to walk the city and
lakefront because I did not have
enough money to do anything
else. With money, I was able
to purchase a lot of nice things
and sample great food, but
wandering gave me a chance to
see the city in a new way.
However, I did not expect to
see how similar Huntington
and Chicago are.
Huntington is and always
will be a blue-collar town. In
the past, railroads and industry
made this town, and dedicated
people have been working to
keep the city alive after industry left and gutted the city of its
jobs. Many people have moved
away — the population has

dropped 43 percent since 1950
— but the citizens who have
stayed do not give up. They
buckle down and keep working.
Chicago has many nicknames, but it is known as the
city that works. Like Huntington, Chicago was home to
railroads and industry and has
always been populated with
people who are not afraid to
work. Sadly, Chicago has seen a
25 percent population decrease
since 1950.
Chicago is still a bustling city
and a world destination, but it
is challenged with many of the
same problems that Huntington has — mainly a struggling
middle class and economy.
Because industry has dwindled in Chicago, many people
have to work low paying jobs in
the service and tourist industries. Huntington is no different,
as Walmart is the number one
employer and unemployment
is still above seven percent.
Both cities are filled with
people who are trying to get by
and provide for their families,
and both cities have a staggering homeless population.
It is upsetting to think that
people like myself visit a place
like Chicago, spend their money
and ignore the homeless man
or woman on the street corner
who has not eaten in days. I saw
many during my stay.
Sure, many of the people on
the streets are panhandlers,
but what has happened to people’s compassion?
Many Marshall University
students come to Huntington
for the first time, like tourists,
and spend their years here having a good time while never
taking the time to consider the
people around who are just trying to get by.
I know I do not want to spend
my time in Huntington ignoring the needs of people in this
city. Sadly, it took me going to a
place 450 miles away to realize
I have been doing it all along.
Samuel Speciale can be
contacted at speciale@marshall.edu.

MCT CAMPUS

COLUMN

Voting does make a difference
By HENRY CULVYHOUSE

THE PARTHENON
The United States Congress’ approval
rating has been a running joke among
political commentators and has steadily
declined since the ‘70s. Last week, Gallup
announced that Congress had hit its lowest rate of approval at 10 percent.
In a June nationwide telephone survey
conducted amongst 1,529 respondents,
the company found 90 percent of the people did not approve of Congress’ actions.
Even with a three percent margin of error
working in favor of Congress, the approval
rating is still not an improvement over the
June 2012 results of 13 percent.
Another poll released by Gallup last
week included top reasons for disapproval of Congress, and 59 percent of
the survey’s 1,271 respondents said it
had something to do with partisan gridlock, lack of compromise or caring too
much about politics. Only 19 percent of
those responding claimed their disapproval had to do with an issue such as
gun control, health care reform or the
national debt.
In its release, Gallup noted that Congress’ approval rating is the “lowest level
of confidence Gallup has found not only
for Congress, but on any institution on
record.”
Speaker of the House John Boehner announced Tuesday he would not seek to
pass the bipartisan drafted immigration

reform bill under discussion in the Democrat led Senate unless he had a House
Republican majority. The GOP only controls 234 of the House’s 435 seats, which
means Boehner could easily end future
deadlock over the bill by finding 17
moderates in his own party to join 201
Democrats in a bill that would easily pass
the Senate.
However, if Boehner does this, his own
party will oust him.
Politicians watching polls must be a
myth, because if they did, not one of them
would even think to play politics with approval ratings this low.
Then again, approval ratings do not
mean anything because it is the ballot box
that matters.
The House of Representatives has one
of the highest incumbent re-election
rates of any federal office. From 1954 to
1994, the Democrat party held the House
with an average majority of 60 percent,
and finished out their streak during Clinton’s first run with 59 percent control
of the House. During this time, the reelection rate never dropped below 80
percent.
From 1994 to 2006, the GOP held the
House, and hovered between 50 and 53
percent of seats, with the re-election rate
averaging 95 percent during this period.
Democrats controlled 56 percent of the
House between 2006 and 2010 with a reelection rate of 94 percent.
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The 2010 Tea Party take over caused
a low 85 percent reelection rate, but the
number increased to 90 percent in 2012.
Today, the GOP controls 53 percent of
the House.
Many reasons abound as to why incumbents have an easier time keeping their
seat once they earn it. Some folks say they
receive more money from their financial
backers, while others say it is easier to run
on a record. However, the answer probably lies in turnout.
During presidential elections, about 50
percent of the voting age population votes
while only 37 percent show up to the polls
during a midterm.
House leadership changes in recent
years have occurred in the 1994, 2006
and 2010 midterms
In the 2010 shift, Democrats and Republicans each comprised 35 percent of
voters, and Independents accounted for
29 percent. More than 90 percent of people affiliated with a party voted for their
party in House races, while 56 percent of
Independents swung Republican.
With 235 million folks eligible to vote in
2010, about 19 percent of the country decided who would run the House that year.
In conclusion: If you cannot stand Congress, vote, especially during a mid term.
There are few people voting; it could honestly sway the results.
Henry Culvyhouse can be contacted
at culvyhouse@marshall.edu.
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Plenty of work yet to do for Marshall Football
COLUMN

By WILL VANCE

SPORTS EDITOR
The buzz around the Marshall Football program is growing
like the buzz of the summer insects. The team is returning reigning Conference USA MVP Rakeem Cato and Freshman of the Year
Kevin Grooms and national football writer Phil Steele has tabbed
the Thundering Herd as the most improved squad going into the
2013 season. Even after all of these accolades, the Herd has many
question marks going into fall camp (and no, they’re not all on
defense).

“X” marks the spot.

When the New England Patriots drafted Aaron Dobson for
his field stretching, game-breaking abilities, his departure left
the Herd lacking in said categories. Though Dobson’s numbers
weren’t particularly flashy during the 2012 season, due to injury
and emergence of other targets, particularly Tommy Shuler, Dobson always garnered the attention of the opposing defenses top
defensive back and opened things up in the middle. When uninjured he was undeniably one of the best playmakers in C-USA
(97 yard catch-and-run against WVU in 2010, anyone?). With him
catching passes from Tom Brady nowadays, the Herd needs to find
out who will take his place as the “X” receiver.
Judging from last season as well as from spring practice,
there are two possible successors to Dobson; Davonte Allen and
Shawney Kersey. When Dobson went down with injury for much
of the tail end of last season, then redshirt freshman Allen was
given a chance and showed flashes of excellence. In limited action
he caught 12 passes for 190 yards, with a yard per catch average
of 15.8, and a pair of touchdowns. Allen also fits the bill physically,
standing 6’2” and weighing in at 194 pounds.
Kersey, a senior transfer from Penn State, did not play last
season but showed that he could be in the mix at the “X” spot in
2013. During the Green and White Game Kersey caught only one
pass for 18 yards, but in practice he showed excellent speed and
hands, albeit with a couple drops sprinkled in. At 6’1” and 191
pounds, Kersey is big enough to fill the void, but will need to show
more in August. Rising junior Craig Wilkins is also in the mix.

No Sophomore Slump.

Marshall Football has seen great freshman campaigns
out of running backs before, but never three in one season. Kevin
Grooms, Steward Butler and Remi Watson were a three-headed
monster for the Herd last season, combining for over 1,600 yards
and 18 touchdowns. The challenge for this ground-pounding trio
is to avoid the fabled “sophomore slump” that so often strikes
players after great freshman years.
For the Herd to live up to expectations, these three must
take more pressure off of Rakeem Cato and the passing attack,
which cannot be expected to carry the team to the tune of 4,200
plus yards two years in a row. This is particularly true for Kevin
Grooms, who led the way on the ground last season with 737 yards
and eight touchdowns on his way to C-USA Freshman of the Year.
For the Herd to go where they want to go, the freshman phenoms
must shoulder more of the offensive load.

both of whom saw plenty of action last season, will be competing
for the starting nod. Both showed play-making ability during the
spring, and Doc Holliday has said that the position has not yet been
decided.
There is a reason that coach Heater is coaching the secondary directly. Last season Boston College transfer safeties
Dominick LeGrande and Okechukwu Okoroha brought physicality
to the secondary but often times looked like they were just running
around and did not know what was going on (in addition to being
good for at least one personal foul a game). Now highly touted redshirt freshman A.J. Leggett will be expected to lead the unit. After
struggling to find a starting corner opposite Monterius Lovett for
the first few games, Penn State transfer Derrick Thomas settled in
and played solid. For this unit to play to their potential, they must
play together with cohesion that was absent last season.
After this seasons Green and White game, rising redshirt
senior defensive lineman Alex Bazzie was asked what the biggest
difference between this defense and the 2012 edition was. He responded with everyone being on the same page and knowing their
assignments on every play. If Heater can make his defense play together, the results will have to improve in 2013 (if only because
they couldn’t get much worse).
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Kevin Grooms carries the ball against Memphis.

Defense.
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Davonte Allen runs for extra yardage against Memphis.

Defense, defense and more defense. It was inarguably the
most glaring weakness of the Herd last season and needs massive
improvement for the Herd to achieve its goals. Gone is former defensive coordinator Chris Rippon (who should not even have been
with the Herd in 2012) and in is Chuck Heater, an old friend of
head coach Doc Holliday from his time with the national champion
Florida Gators. Heater has brought excitement back to a unit that
had nothing to get excited about last season, as displayed by very
vocal practices and celebrations on defense during spring practice. Heater’s new defense passed the eye test during the spring,
but all three levels of the defense still have question marks.
While the front four was not terrible last season, the hole
left by Vinny Curry’s departure was gaping. The pass rush was
only able to generate 19 sacks, down from 27 in 2011. Heir apparent Jeremiah Taylor was good but not great, leading the team
with 5.5 sacks. Holliday and his coaching staff are excited about
several young players, especially 6’5”, 244 pound Joe Massaquoi,
but for this unit to excel Taylor must continue his leadership role
and sprinkle in a few more sacks.
At the linebacker position, the Herd was caught between
a rock and a hard place. Holliday wanted a leaner, faster linebacker
unit to better cover the pass-happy C-USA competition, but this
left the Herd vulnerable to teams that could run, particularly Tulsa
and UCF (both of which, coincidentally, competed in the C-USA
Championship game). One of the key position battles of the fall will
be at middle linebacker where Jermaine Holmes and Cortez Carter,
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Alex Bazzie brings down the ball carrier against Purdue.

Protect the Joan.

For much of its lifetime since opening in 1991, the Thundering Herd simply did not lose in Joan C. Edwards stadium. Fast
forward to 2012, when the Herd went 3-3 at home. While it is true
that all three of the losses came to teams that went on to play in
bowl games (Ohio, Tulsa and UCF), the home record must improve
for the Herd to evolve in 2013. A softer home schedule should
make this very doable, with the toughest games coming against
less-than-intimidating Miami (OH) and East Carolina.
Things are certainly looking up for the Thundering Herd in
2013, but the team has much work to do before they can try to
reach its lofty expectations.
Will Vance can be contacted at vance162@marshall.edu.

Heat’s LeBron James wants
to live in the moment
By AL IANNAZZONE

NEWSDAY (MCT)
LeBron James was less than six seconds
away from being the runner-up for the
third time in his career and from coming
under fire yet again for his decision to join
Miami.
But Ray Allen’s three-point shot with 5.2
seconds left in regulation of Game 6 saved
the Heat’s season and gave James another
opportunity to prove he made the right
decision.
James and the Heat can win their second straight championship on Thursday
night with a win in Game 7 of the NBA
Finals against a Spurs team that could
be reeling after Tuesday’s crushing loss.
James sounds like someone who will take
full advantage of that second chance.
“I want to go down as one of the greatest,”
James said Wednesday. “I want our team to
go down as one of the greatest teams and
we have an opportunity to do that.
“My only goal is to win championships.
This is what I came here for. This is what I
wanted to be a part of this team for. As far
as validation, that side doesn’t really matter to me about what validates us coming
together. But I want it.”
The Heat’s unforgettable 103-100 overtime win in Game 6 set up the 18th Game 7
in NBA Finals history. Only three have been

won by the road team, the last in 1978
when the Bullets beat the SuperSonics in
Seattle.
But that history means little to James. He
knows what Tim Duncan and the Spurs are
capable of doing. His Cavaliers were swept
by San Antonio in the 2007 NBA Finals and
his Heat was nearly dethroned two nights
ago.
“It’s probably going to be one of the biggest games, if not the biggest game of my
life,” James said.
If the Spurs can forget about their collapse in Game 6 and win their fifth title
in the Duncan era, it will be a great story
about overcoming adversity and building
a championship team organically rather
than buying one.
James, a four-time MVP, understands if
that happens he will face scrutiny more
than any Heat player. But he’s used to it,
and said it doesn’t bother him because
he overcame his own adversity _ coming from a tough neighborhood in Akron,
Ohio, and being raised by his mother and has become the greatest player in
the world.
“I’m blessed,” James said. “I don’t even
know how I got here. I wasn’t supposed
to be in the NBA, if you go by statistics
and things of me growing up where I
grew up.

“Every time I go into my locker room
and see the ‘James’ on the back of an NBA
jersey I’m like ‘Wow.’ No criticism can
deter me from playing this game because
of that. I’m not supposed to be here. The
fact that I’m doing what I’m doing and
doing it for my teammates, that’s all that
matters.”
Spurs guard Manu Ginobili, who had
eight turnovers in Game 6 and was “devastated” afterward, said he was “still down”
on Wednesday. “I don’t know,” Ginobili said
when asked what gives him confidence
that the Spurs can bounce back.
Ginobili was just being honest and was
the only Spur to express doubt. Duncan
and Tony Parker said the team had a late
dinner and discussed other times they suffered tough losses and were able to bounce
back.
“It was great to just talk to everybody
and make sure everybody doesn’t stay sad
for too long,” Parker said.
“We have had a hell of a year, and we
have an opportunity to win a championship ,” Spurs coach Gregg Popovich said.
“That’s all that matters.”
James has the same outlook
“We have to live in the moment,” James
said. “And we have to do whatever it takes
to bring that trophy or to keep that trophy
here in Miami.”
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